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This invention relates toantenna systems, and 
i1:m0i'e¢:=particulai!1y=.;to antenna systems employ 
-.ti;ng waveguides of helical- con?gurations. 

The antenna system of the type-here. con 
.rsteinplated comprisesarnumber of :radiator ele—. 
sments. whichare- spaced; along: and; coupled to a 
transmission line, the transmission line-being 

1most:convenientlypprovided in the; formpof a 
waveguide. Microwave’. energy applied-to the 

_ i’ transmission-line isicovupl-edito the array of radi-1 
ator'elementsanclrr-adiatedtherefrom in a di— 
rectional pattern, thepartieularshape and char 

‘ actcristicspoiirthee pattern being dependent upon 
"'he;;physica1-.=,Spacing and electrical-mhasing of 

fil??di?tOl‘ selementsrzvjand-ppon. the configuration: 
of the array formed by said‘ radiator elements. 

.-A: scanning;-:action~;of this pattern {through a 
spatial angle may be obtained by varying the 
electricalephasingn of ,the :radiator elements. 

in; order :to; provide: a-bettery understanding of 
he; inventionrandi of thezmanner, in; which its . 

zl-advantages; and ~;;i,mproved richaracteristics are 
: achieved,=-c,ertain .basicconsiderations of impor— 
451781106 inwaveguides‘iandzwaveguide antenna ar 
rays are ‘?rst: described. 
~Thephaservelocityat which energy is propa 

;..>g»a,ted in a'whollow pipe Waveguide .is a‘ variable 
1.:quantityaz'dependent both upon ;»the waveguide 
;_,cross—sectienalv dimension: and upon ;the-' ‘fre 
waquency v:ofr the‘ ‘energy. .; Expressed; in» another I 
;~- manners involving-wavelength, wit; :may; be: said 
.; that while‘. the-iree-space wavelength is - depend 
aentxonly upon :frequencysthe wavelength of mi 
crowaveenergy as‘ measured within ‘at hOllOWzPlpe 

' waveguide; ;is_-;f_urther: dependent .upon. a cross 
rrssectionahdimensiom of the waveguidepandunder 
:..-practical conditions is always much‘ greater than 
-: ;the:',.free-.space-.1 wavelength. For. . a rectangular 

"waveguide, operating in ithewdominant mode; "the 
relationship. between; guideewavelength .Ag. and 

.1z?ree=spaceawavelength x given. by vthe -.equation 

rain. bgis-ithe inside dimension of ‘thee-wave 
guide’swwider wall. :Inithis connection, itxshould 

,1: ‘be {110138651 that , to.» accommodate propagation of 
nm-icrowave-Yenergy 3 along; :the. wayeguidwthe di 
:emensicnr 
{sires-{space vavelength,1-aand;that.to. avoid oper 
:1 tion: in . .‘iigherq;v modee; rthes dimension , b. _ must 

tibeilessnthana atfull :free-space wavelength. The 
amuse-favorable waveguide!characteristics .areob 
'i-a'tainediiivhemthe‘l dimension", 1): ismt ithe ~-order of 

(1) 

ust beggiieatenthanqone-half of a : 

2 
seven-tenths. oi ~ a .freeespace wavelength. at? the 

mnominal operating. frequency. 
> 'Waveguide‘ antennas - must themselves. satisfy 

several major. requirements to, yield apractical 
array, those of immediateimportancefor. present ' 
vconsideration, being .(for .broadsideor CI‘OSSr?I‘G 
‘.~direction_ality) ?rst, that the radiator: elements 
fedirom. the waveguide» should have, a._ spacing 

.- along {the line ‘of thearray not.‘ greaterthan 

10' approximately vtl'iree-foui'ths ,of _.a freer-space 
“wavelength; and --second,. that the waveguide 

.‘ structure must be so proportioned and‘the array 
. elements so- spaced-relative thereto raswtolcause 
the, said elements to radiate. in, phase agreement, 

» at the - nominal voperating ‘frequency. 
It might ‘at first appear/tube impossible to 

.design aswaveguide antenna satisfying theprac 
~ deal-requirements mentionedvaboveyfor in-phase 
~_ excitation of the-radiator elements normally re 
,quires that the :spacingyof these elementsrela 

:~ tive to the waveguide ‘shall bea full guide-wave 
..length, generally obtainable only»v at the-expense 
of’ a, physical spacing along‘ the guide of ‘very 

~ considerably greater than ,the - recommended 
maximum (three-fourths free-space wavelength) 

» mentioned above. -As one solutionto this-prob 
lemphowever, and now familiar to those versed 

_~;rin;this\ art, ‘in-phase. radiation canrbe achieved 
r-with; a- one-half guide-wavelength spacing of 
radiator elements, with a concurrentrireduction 
of their free-sspace-interval to‘ a practical- value, 
by-reversing the coupling of alternateelements. 

, For example, in \thev-instance-lwhere the radiator 
._ elements are provided as apertures;in--the nar 
4. rower wall of *the.~waveguide,"this-reversal of 
coupling can beaccomplished- by ,makingdhe 

:apertures of elongated con?guration, and; hav 
-;inguthem~ extend directions generallyl- cross 
"wise, to ,the. axis, of the waveguide in ,such, man 
ner that adjacentapertures areyoppositely in 
clined relative to the said axis. 

In; accordance .with the above-menticned ex 
2 ‘pedient 'of ‘coupling reversal,‘ an , advanced=;.=but 
-;otherwise now ~ conventional ‘design {01: a: cross 

45 ?re microwaveantenna; here mentioneclior .com 
_ parison; : purposes, calls for _ a -. lengtlr. of: hollow 
pipe waveguide having. a series of .elongatedapera 
yturesor slots .formed in awall. oi the.» guidesand 
consecutively ‘spaced therealong at substantially 
one-half guideewavelength intervals. ‘Thel di 

' mansion b, of the waveguide-isso chosenthat, 
; at nominal or 'CI'OSSe?I‘B operating frequency f0, 
the guide-wavelength Ago (corresponding to‘ the 
cross-?re‘ frequency) is-approxim'ately 1.5-itimes 
thefree-aspace wavelength; this occurs for- a-value 
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of b which is approximately two-thirds of the 
free-space wavelength. The resultant physical 
spacing of the slots along the waveguide is ap 
proximately three-fourths of a free-space wave 
length, a value in agreement with that already 
indicated as satisfactory from a practical stand 
point. It may be noted at this point that in 
order to overcome certain excitation di?iculties 
that often arise in cross-?re operation, an in 
phase radiation condition may be slightly de 
parted from, causing the antenna’s directivity 
axis to extend just a bit askew to the cross-?re 
direction. Further, the waveguide parameters 
and operational frequency may also for other 
reasons be so chosen as to increase the angle 
between the directivity axis and the cross-?re 
direction to any desired value within certain limits 
dictated by waveguide transmission character 
istics. 
A conventional slotted waveguide antenna 

array as just described is quite satisfactory for 
radiating microwave energy in a fixed direction, 
relative to the line of the array, but many prac 
tical applications call for a scanning action of 
the energy. One of the possible methods of pro 
viding this scanning action is to frequency 
modulate the excitation energy, which causes 
variation in phase velocity and guide-wavelength 
and correspondingly produces variable phasing 
of adjacent elements. Such a method has been 
little used, however, principally for the reason 
that with waveguide antenna structures of con 
ventional type such as that above referred to, 
the frequency excursion required to scan over a 
sector of, sixty degrees, is considerably larger 
than can be conveniently obtained from present 
day high~level microwave energy sources. Fur 
ther, even if the problems imposed by this in 
adequacy can be overcome by improvements in 
microwave sources, the scanning action of a con‘ 
ventional antenna would have to be limited to 
sectors of considerably less than sixty degrees, 
in order to keep the effective spacing of radiating 
elements within satisfactory limits. This fre 
quency modulation method of scanning never 
thelcss would otherwise offerdistinct advantages, 
such as avoiding mechanical complexities pre 
sented by other types of scanning antenna sys 
tems, or reducing the space requirements needed 
f or their mounting. 

It is therefore an object of the present inven 
tion to provide a novel type of apertured wave 
guide antenna structure having an improved fre 
quency-shiit-scann'mg characteristic, that is, 
one which requires a relatively small frequency 
excursion to yield wide angle scanning action. 

It is a further object of the present invention 
to provide an apertured waveguide antenna hav 
ing a novel structure which offers a greater range 
of design control as to the effective electrical 
spacing between adjacent apertures. 
The foregoing objects, and other objects, fea 

tures and advantages of the invention which will 
appear from the description and from the claims 
appended hereto, are attained by providing an 
antenna array in which the transmission line 
interconnecting and feeding the radiating ele 
ments is given a helical conformation to produce 
an effective phase velocity along the line of the 
array which is a. small fraction of the correspond 
ing free-space velocity of the microwave energy. 
In such a helical structure, the electrical phasing 
of adjacent radiating elements is no —l_o“n'ger 
limited by the ordinarily compromising effect of 
their required physical spacing, but may be made 
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4 
to have any desired value by suitable'choice of 
helical transmission line parameters. One of the 
important advantages stemming from this im~ 
proved structure is that, while providing any de 
sired element spacing as expressed in terms of 
iree~space wavelength, the electrical spacing may 
be increased to several transmission line wave 
lengths. Thus, in frequency-shift scanning the 
,frequency excursion required to effect scanning 
action over a sector of speci?ed angle is substan 
tially reduced. 
The invention will be more fully understood by 

reference to the following detailed description 
accompanied by the drawing in which: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view, partly in section, 
of a simpli?ed helical waveguide structure illus 
trative of the present invention; 

Fig. 2 shows another helical waveguide an 
tenna structure embodying the invention; 

Fig. 3 is a partial section of the above embodi 
merit taken along the line 3—3 of Fig. 2; 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged view of a portion of the 
Fig. 2 waveguide structure encompassing a slot 
radiator; 

Fig. 5 is a sectional view taken through the 
helical waveguide structure along the line 5-5 
of Fig‘. Ll; 

Fig. 6 shows another practical embodiment of 
a helical waveguide antenna; 

Figs. 7, 8, and 9 illustrate a helical waveguide 
structure in several phases of its production by 
an electroforming process; 

Fig. 10 represents a helical waveguide antenna 
embodiment including mechanical means for 
producing a scanning action of the directivity 
characteristic; and 

Fig. 11 is a sectional view taken on line i i-l I 
of Fig. 19. 

Referring ?rst to the perspective view of a 
simpli?ed embodiment of the invention as illus 
trated in Fig. 1, there is shown at 512 a hollow 
rectangular waveguide having a helical confor 
mation. A series of apertures it are formed in 
the outer wall or" the coiled waveguide, and are 
positioned to lie in a straight line it paralleling 
axis is of the helix. As illustrated, it is prefer 
ably the narrow wall 2% of the waveguide which 
is faced outwardly to form the outermost surface 
of the helix. By constructing the helix in this 
manner, the center-to-center distance d between 
adjacent apertures, corresponding to the pitch 
of the helix as measured along aperture line it, 
may be made equal to or somewhat less than 
three~fourths of a iree~space wave-length as is 
desirable for optimum pattern characteristics in 
cross-?re or near cross~iire operation. It may 
also be here noted with respect to Fig. 1 that the 
effective length of waveguide which intercon 
nects a pair of adjacent apertures, best deter 
mined empirically, may be taken as equal to 
the length S between adjacent apertures along 
the center line of the waveguide. This length 
S is sufficiently close approximation to the 
effective wave-guide length for present purposes. 
As already indicated in the preceding general 

observations of waveguide antenna considera 
tions, the antenna’s directivity axis extends at 
a right angle to the aperture line is when there 
is in-phase radiation from apertures M. Using 
circular apertures centered in the narrow wall 
of the waveguide as shown, or using any other 
equivalent type of apertures or radiator elements, 
this condition is obtained when the eiiective 
length S of the waveguide portion interconnect 
ing a pair of adjacent aperturesis an integral 
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~ multipleii-of alf?ill'guide-wavelength Aat-“cross-"?re 
frequencyi " A"~'d'eparture--v from this‘ cross-?re‘ fre 
quency! results vin 1 a ~change of- relative’ phasing 
between apertures ‘and ‘causes the directivity axis 7 
22> ‘to extend at an angle ‘,0 relative to/th'e cross- >' 
?le direction: 24, as- ‘ measured the‘- plane ‘de 

by aperture'line ' l 6 and helixaxis ~|'8'.i 
The mannervin =whichlthe’ angle-‘yids depend 

ent upon- ope-rational lfrequency may‘ be: further 
explained and ‘specificallyderived as- follows-:1 

A'suniphiase-front of energy radiated- 'by-the-an 
tenna ?isglin- Fig.1, indicated by line 26-1extending 
fromarr aperture‘ A; at a right angle to the di 
rectivityr-line 22 which‘ extends fromean‘a'djoin 
ingvv aperture-~13,‘ and intersecting directivi'ty‘line 
Hat/point 0. ~. The-phase shift! as measured ‘from 
B to'Gl‘is given bythe-equation 

¢B¢=21r% Silli'tll 
wherein is:the free-space iwavelengtlriatithe op 
erating frequency; f; a. The ‘phase:rshifttwaimthe 
waveguide 'betweenozthe- points B; and -‘ A is:--given 
bymhe equation: 

(3). 
, where; hgxiS. the guiderwavelength corresponding 
tow operating frequency; J‘. sin'cei'pointszAiand 
Carein- phase, 

¢BC=¢BA_2’!7/7T (4) 
The quantity. n is an integer, de?ned?bythe 
equation. ' 

_ S 

~Ma (5) 
where’mo is‘ the'gui'de-wavelength at the cross 
?re-frequencyfo. CombiningEquations 2,‘ ,3, .4, 
and-5; 

An‘inspecti‘on ' of Equation‘ 6" makes'readily ap 
parent‘ cei=tain= of the improved capabilities 

' achievede’by the present invention.‘ For'awave 
guidello? given cross-sectional‘ dimensions; the 
magnitude of ‘theexpression ' 

A5 A10 ' 

‘ is; controlled :by the frequency Y excursion; For" a 
?xed/“frequency‘excursion, then‘, the 'magnitudéiof 
scan angled/‘is : a ‘direct :function‘ of "the ‘ratio S, 

For: scanning action-over a given ilarge angle 10f 
say-psixty; degreesythe: frequency; excursion .re 
qui-red is reduced‘by‘approximatelylthe, multi 
plying'factor 

d , 

S 

i and by veryclosely- that factor-for small. scan 
angles; . This maybe made-more evident :by’pla‘c 
inglvEquation 6 in a form- using-frequency:terms, 
in theiollowing manner; . The-factor?bin Equa 
tion. 1 given above is'equalaito-the cut-off'wave 
length kc, and. the ratio 

A 
p 

‘ is exactly equal to the ratio 

L, a 
, f; 

20W 

251. 

30' 

40.3 

6 
where fc represents the cut-o?ffrequencyl Equal- _ 
tion' -'1 ‘~ may 'thuslbe equivalently expressed as" 

Substituting (7) into '(6‘) , 
I 

where jo'represents'the cross-?re frequency. De 
?ningi'K: as: the ratio of thervfrequency excursion 
toetheccrosse?re frequency; so that f=fo(*1+K‘)\ ; 
substituting‘ iii-Equation 1; andvexpanding l in 
powers-‘o-fiK: » 

K2 , , f.,4 . 

Toner-mar ' ' ' 1 
(9) 

For. small angles, then, it is. su?iciently. accurate 
tontake-?intomaccount.only the ?rst term..to,the 
right of “the ,equalitysign in Equation 9, ;so that, 
where 41/ is expressed in degrees, 

(10) 

‘of the general :type? here under r'consideration,= so 
that-relative to the conventionalantennadstruc 
tur'e" earlier,’ described»; the ‘multiplying factor ' 

d _. 

S 

is equal to the reduction:irrirequencyrexcursion 
ratime 

whiletthe preceding description‘ of certain basic 
principles; of 1 the invention has ‘been’ given with 
reference l to'zthe: essentiallyJ'diagrammatic I ' illus 

tratiorr in'=Eig.; 1,‘ it is to. be understood that vari 
ous techniques andaaexpedients which are con 
ventional : in the antenna ' art ‘may besemployed 

' therewith-s For:examplethe’frequencyshift sys 
1 tern of soanningrrequires that the standing wave 
ratio in1 thefeed: transmission line be small. This 

‘ maybe: accomplishedaby‘ providing a- proper‘ ter 
mination ofv the helical transmission :. line.v As 
another "example," in” a’ . relatively long- array - > as 

vlmustabe::nsed:to.iproduce a very sharply direc 
tional: .characteristic,-_the coupling of consecutive 
radiator velem-ents. must generally be‘ of ‘progres 

' sively- greater magnitude; in going along; the ‘ar 

60%. 

ray toward the-‘termination, inrorder to‘ provide 
:a».;_uniformly;/illuminated array, Again, where a 
minimum side lobe :level .is vdesired for a .given 
width: ‘OfLthe‘l major lobe," certain‘noneunifrorm 
illuminations ‘are provided in a manner vfamiliar 
to vthosevversedv in the art.‘ 

Figsev2I-tandl3 illustrate another practical em 
bodiment 1of the present invention, in'which there 
isalso‘iprovided .a progressive variation in radia 
tor.- elementicoupling by; employing suitablypri 

'' entedvelongated apertures in the narrow wall .of 
the: waveguide. The waveguide is ' here formed 
byjmachi-ning, from a: metal cylinderyaiirec 

'tangu-larv thread screw 28' of suitable pitch, 
andeshrinking; a-metal tube 3E over‘: the" ma 
chined screw-‘to produce av waveguide" hav 

701' ingv a; helical» axis and " providing a» helical 
transmission path. The; waveguide thus: pro 
ducedzhas-auniform rectangular cross-section :in 
all planesrperpendi'cular to its helical» axis. _ This 
structure! ‘may? be ‘ = fabricated‘ "01‘: aluminum; for 

I ;75,-<example;:.;andi where-airing :arra'yl is‘ desired}; the 
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screw may be- made by a centerless grinding 
method. A shrink fit is obtained by reaming ‘or 
hOIilIlg the tube (it to an inside diameter slightly 
less than the outside diameter of the machined 
screw 28. Thus, when tube 3t is heated, its (11- 1. 
ameter will be increased suf?ciently to permitin 
sertion of the machined screw 28 therein. Dumb 
bell shaped slots 32 are out through the outer 
wall of the helical waveguide to serve as the radi 
ator elements, it being understood that dipole 
or other types of radiators may be alternatively 
utilized. Conventional COllDllIlg structures 34 and 
36 are provided at the ends of the helical wave 
guide antenna, to serve as means for connecting 
to a source of microwave energy, and to an ab 
sorptive load for providing a re?ectionless ter 
mination. ' 

The dumbbell shaped slots 32 are so propor 
tioned that their perimeters are each substan 
tially equal to a full waveguide wavelength. Po 
sitioned in the rectangular waveguide’s narrower 
Wall in a manner as here illustrated, the slots in 
terrupt and are excited by the ?ow of surface cur 
rents in the waveguide which are associated with 
the dominant mode of wave transmission, and 
radiate quite effectively because of their resonant 
dimensioning. Referring to the Fig. 4 enlarged 
view of a typical slot region in the disclosed wave 
guide structure, the coupling of a slot radiator 
32 is dependent upon the magnitude of its in- ‘ 
clination 6 relative to the cross-Wise direction 
38 in the waveguide passage at that point. Thus, 
any desired illumination distribution along the 
array may be obtained by a progressive varia 
tion of slot inclinations in some suitable manner, 
as generally indicated in Fig. 2. 
In a design of an antenna array utilizing slot 

radiators in the narrow wall, the length of a 
resonant slot radiator may be greater than the 
narrow wall dimension, as illustrated in Fig. 5. 
In order to accommodate such a slot and still 
have it match properly to the waveguide and 
radiate effectively, the ends of the slot are given 
access to the interior of the waveguide by re 
moving wall material adjacent thereto, as indi 
cated at éle and 42, to a depth of substantially 
one-fourth wavelength at nominal frequency. 
where it is desired to make length S a multiple 
of half a guide-wavelength, rather than a multi 
ple of a full guide-wavelength as thus far de- , 
scribed, the inclinations of adjacent slots must 
be in opposite directions relative to the‘ cross 
wise directicn in the waveguide, in order to pro 
vide coupling reversal as already described. 
Another method of fabricating the helical Y 

waveguide is illustrated in Fig. 6. Here again 
a rectangularly threaded screw 50 is machined 
from a metal cylinder, but in this instance a 
shoulder 52 is provided on the projecting helical 
rib 54 of the screw. The fourth wall enclosing 
the waveguide is formed by an elongated metal 
strip 56 which is wrapped around the threaded 
core, strip 56 having a width suitable to ?t snugly 
into the shallow passage de?ned by the con?gu 
ration of the shouldered rib. Outer wrapping 
Eli-may be bonded to core 59 by soldering, braz 
ing, welding or any other method suitable to the 
materials employed and capable of providing good 
electrical continuity. For this purpose, the core 
and strip may be made of a material inherently 
suitable to accept such banding treatment, or 
may be plated or otherwise prepared to accept 
such treatment. For example, the core and strip 
may be fabricated of an aluminum alloy, in the 

interests of both strength and lightness, then 
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plated with copper or additionally with silver, 
rendering the core and wrapping suitable for 
bonding by one of the soldering processes. 

Still another method of fabricating the heli 
cal waveguide structure is shown in Figs. 7, 8. 
. and 9, wherein a screw core 66 is provided as al 
ready described with reference to Fig. 2. Core 
86 may in this instance be made of any desired 
material, for it here functions primarily as a base 
upon which is plated a conductive surface 52, and 
upon which an outer wall 5:; is then provided, as 
by the “lost wax” process of electroforming. For 
example, core ‘58 may be fabricated of steel, and 
the plating applied thereto may be of nickel. The 
cavity‘ formed by the helical thread may then be 
?lled with aluminum, as indicated at 65, or with 
any one of the commercially available alloys 01' 
waxes speci?cally formulated for use in the lost 
wax process, these materials being characterized 
by low melting-points but nevertheless machin 
able at ordinary temperatures. The excess of 
aluminum, wax, or alloy ?lling should then, of 
course, be machined away to present a perfectly 
true cylindrical surface which is in part formed 
by the plating 62. Plugs or cores 658 having a de 
sired configuration of radiator apertures ‘20 are 
then fastened, as by screws '52, in their proper 
positions against the composite cylinder, and the 
resultant assembly is ‘again plated with nickel to 
form a relatively thick outer wall 64. The salient 
portions of plugs 63 and their fastening elements 
are then machined off to again provide a smooth 
cylindrical surface, and the cavity-?lling ma 
terial is removed in some suitable manner. For 
example, in the speci?c structure here described, 
the aluminum may be removed by treatment with 
a hydrochloric acid solution which attacks the 
aluminum without appreciable reaction upon the 
nickel plating. Where low melting-point ?llers 
are used, their removal may be effected simply 
by a heating process. Whatever the speci?c ma 
terial and ?ller~removal method used may be, 
however, the end result is the production or a 
helical waveguide having essentially continuous 
walls formed of homogeneous conductive ma 
terial. Alternatively, the radiator apertures '39 
during the electroforming process, may be ma 
chined in the desired locations after the outer 
wall of the cylindrical structure has been 
formed. Where greater electrical conductivity is 
desired than is provided by the nickel or other 
material with which the walls may be surfaced, 
a ?nal plating of silver or other highly conductive 
material may be applied. 
While the waveguide structures thus far dis 

closed make use of a single line of radiator ele 
ments which yield a radiation pattern narrow 
in a plane parallel to the line of the array but 
[broad in a plane perpendicular thereto, it is to 
be understood that the pattern in the latter plane 
may be modi?ed in any desired manner by using 
additional radiator elements, or by using the 
helical waveguide antenna as a source of radia 
tion to be shaped by re?ectors or baffles or other 
such means as are conventional, or by using each 
of the radiator elements to excite supplementar 
arrays extending in planes perpendicular to the 
helix axis. It is also to be understood that the 
coiled waveguide arrays here disclosed are not 
limited to scanning by the frequency modula 
tion method. It may in some instances be de 
sirable to provide a waveguide antenna array, of 
the sinuate type here disclosed, in which scan 
ning action may be effected by mechanical means. 
Various techniques or modi?cations employed 
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with other waveguide antennas are available. As 
examples, the antenna array may be designed 
for ?xed frequency operation and bodily rotated 
to produce a scanning action, or the helical wave 
guide structure may be provided with supple 
mentary velocity-changing members penetrating 
the waveguide to a variable extent, or variably 
positioned therein, these being merely applica 
tions of conventional expedients. Still another 
method which may be employed is illustrated in 
Fig. 10. Here the e?ective length S of the con 
volutions is itself made variable by the use of 
corrugated or bellows type of Waveguide sections 
‘M which may be repetitively lengthened and 
shortened. These sections are provided at oppo 
site sides of each convolution, and by way of ex 
ample, the necessary mechanical movements 
may be imparted by a rack and gear arrangement 
as here shown. Members 16 and 18 are struc- ‘ 
turally rigid bars which extend along the wave 
guide structure and interiorly thereof, secured to 
each convolution. At as many points along the 
helical structure as may be necessary to lend 
rigidity thereto and uniformity of incremental 
changes in the spiral length S therealong, are 
provided spacing members 80 which engage the 
bars 15, 18 in such manner that the lengths S 
may be controlled by threading action of the 
spacing members. Such threading action may 
be readily achieved by providing a rack 82 in 
engagement with gears 84 mounted upon the 
said spacing members 80. Reciprocative move 
ments of rack 82 thus effect a variation in the 
length S 01' convolutions interconnecting ad 
jacent radiator elements, resulting in variably 
phasing the radiator elements as is necessary 
to produce scanning action. 
The above-described structures are illustrative 

of principles of the present invention. It should 
be apparent that modi?cations and other ar 
rangements will readily occur to those versed in 
the art without departing from the scope or 
spirit of the invention de?ned in the appended 
claims. 

It is also to be understood that, in addition to 
their major applications as transmitting devices, 
the helical transmission line antenna arrays 
forming the subject matter of the present inven 
tion may also be useful in certain applications 
as receiving devices, their characteristics in such 
cases being exactly analogous to those pertaining 
to transmission. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An antenna array for radiating microwave 

electromagnetic energy comprising: a tubular 
element, a cylindrical member, said cylindrical 
member being provided with external substan 
tially rectangular threads and being concentric 
with said tubular element, said tubular element 
[being in contact with the threads of said cylin 
drical member to de?ne a duct of helical con 
?guration and 01 substantially rectangular cross 
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section, and said tubular element having a plu 
rality of openings spaced apart to communicate 
with said duct whereby said duct operates as a 
waveguide for microwave electromagnetic energy 
supplied thereto and radiated from said openings. 

2. An antenna array for radiating microwave 
electromagnetic energy comprising: a conductive 
tube, a rectangular thread screw, said screw be 
ing concentric with said tube and in contact 
therewith to provide a duct having a substan 
tially rectangular cross section to de?ne a wave— 
guide of helical con?guration, and said tube be 
ing provided with a plurality of slots communi 
eating with said waveguide for radiating micro~ 
wave electromagnetic energy therefrom. 

3. An antenna array for radiating microwave 
electromagnetic energy of a predetermined fre 
quency comprising: a metallic tube having a plu~ 
rality of uniformly spaced slots which are axially 
aligned relative to each other, a metallic screw 
having a rectangular thread, said screw being 
concentric with and in contact with said tube, 
whereby said screw and said tube cooperate to 
de?ne a duct of substantially rectangular cross 
section and extending axially in the form of a. 
helix, said slots being spaced apart so that al 
ternate ones of said slots communicate with al~ 
ternate turns of said helical duct, said duct con 
stituting a waveguide for microwave electromag 
netic energy, and said slots radiating said energy 
from said waveguide in a direction determined 
by said predetermined frequency. 

4. An antenna array according to claim 3 
3 wherein said slots have a spacing not greater 
than three-quarter wavelengths in free space, 
and approximately equal to an integral number 
of wavelengths in said waveguide, at said prede 
termined frequency. 

5. An antenna array for radiating microwave 
electromagnetic energy comprising a hollow cyl 
inder having an inner surface, a cylindrical mem 
:ber in concentric relationship with said element, 
said member having external substantially rec 
tangular threads in contact with said inner sur 
face, whereby said threads and said inner sur 
face form a hollow duct of helical con?guration ' 
and of substantially rectangular cross section, 
and a plurality of openings in said hollow cylin 
der positioned to communicate with the respec 
tive portions of said duct. 
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